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Looking to work in a challenging environment, be an asset to the company and a 
valuable member of the workforce. Meet company goals and improve personal 
growth as well as job growth within the company.

OCTOBER 2000 – AUGUST 2002
MASON APPRENTICE - ABC CORPORATION

 Stock materials for masonry projects.
 Assist mason with building masonry units.
 Operate power tools and equipment.
 Drive company vehicles.
 Loading and driving equipment for a small stonemason company.
 Preparing mortar, stone, and block for walls.
 Laying block and stone walls, pointing, and finish masonry.

1998 – 2000
MASON APPRENTICE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Supplies mixed materials for Terrazzo Worker , applied grout, and finished 
surface of installed terrazzo Moved terrazzo installation materials, tools,.

 Set up tear down of equipment laying block.
 Estimated masonry job Created walls &amp; other structures by cutting &amp; 

placing bricks, blocks or similar materials in suitable patterns, for either .
 Learned to read blueprints, lay out houses, set steel in footings, mix mortar, 

pour footings, lay block, pour and finish concrete and primarily ran .
 Supervisor positions, drill press, ran crew for landscaping, welding, mechanical 

knowledge, operated various machines, forklifts, lulls, bobcats and .
 Assist project manager in completing commercial and residential concrete, 

asphalt and landscaping projects.
 Responsible for keeping a clean, safe work environment, assuring quality 

finished work and customer satisfaction.

EDUCATION

Master of Education in Specialization - (American International University - 
Hoffman Estates, IL)
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SKILLS

Osha 30, First Aid, Osha 10.
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